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Q Nos. 14 to 16 are Short answer Type each of 3 mar

Q Nos. 17 to 18 are Long Answer Type each of 5 ma

Q. Nos. 11 to 13 are very Short Answer(VSA) Type each of 2 marks

General instructions:

inQ. Nos. 1 to 10 are Multiple Choice /Objective Type each df 1 m^

Time L 90 minutes
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Pass Marks!- 11V2

Candidates are required to give their answer in

their own words as far as possible.

Figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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All questions are compulsory.
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f ^frv3PT ^Tcf 3M^T   (q)
3MRT

Parasites can be explained as an organism which depends on other fc

(a)   Food(b)   Shelter      (c)   Both food and Shelter

(d)  Reproduction

DNA fragments can be separated by a technique known as

(a)   Gel electrophoresis      (b)   Gel digestion

(c)   Transformation(d)  Microinjection

DNA c^^ cb^g) cf>f ijTcf^ ^qr v^ITcTT t,

If in a DNA molecule cytosine is 18% the percentage of adenine \ypuld be

(a)   18%(b)  32%(c)   36%(d)  64
DNA ^f vHl^elx^^M 18% t cfr ^J^PlH ^TT -

18%(^) 32%(q)  36%(q)  64/

(c)   Alpinism

Which of the following is sex linked disease ?

(a)   Haemophilia     (b)   Down's syndrome

(d)  Turner's syndrome

f it cb^^ fcFT >H^dH ^^cf^R m vJ^^T t -

^Tl^tfeRTT

4.

1.

1x10 = 10
Select one correct answer

Group - 'A9

- 'ar



(q)(q)mRNA

(c)   Proteins     (d)  tRNi

Translation is the formation of

(a)   mRNA   (b)  Hormones

t-

10.

Sertoli Cells are present in

(a)   Testes      (b)  Kidney    (c)   Ovary     (d)  Liv^r
vrfrdT t -

^     (q)  ^^^mq^i (q)

Study of Cancer is known as

(a)   Parasitology(b)  Ascariasis(c)   Oncology|

(d)  Amoebiasis

^TR^T f^^̂^Ff c^R cfq 3Tqqq fc^^qT ^flcTT 1? —

TTvjfr(^r)   t^^^^^(q)

(d)  Leigth

(q) 82 vjf^^T       (^) 5 v^^r^T(^)  7
Homologous organs are similar in

(a)   Function   (b)   Origin    (c)   Size

vHBvdld 3Fft ^ WT^ Ft^TT t

(cf?)    c^t^(^l)    vdd-iRi(T)  3TTchR

6.    The number of opposite paired characters on which Mendel workeJ

(a)   2 Pairs      (b)   5 Pairs      (c)   7 Pairs      (d)  8 lairs

X(q)(q)

9.

5.    Biotic potential = ?

(a)   Birth rate - Death rate   (b)  Birth rate + Death rate

(c)   Birth rate / Death rate   (d)  Birth rate X Death rate



3x} =

16.  Where does Leydig Cells are found ? What is its function ?

t ? ^ry^ y^T ^>^^ t ?

15.  Briefly describe the tools of recombinant DNA technology.

DNA

Short answer type questions

14.  Differentiate between Population and Community.

Group - ^C^

What is cloning ? Give one example of cloning vector.

? Tr^> croi)Piu

13.  What is Parasitism ? Define parasite and host.

12.

11.  What are infectious disease ? Give name of any three infectious di^ease.

?

2x3 =
Very short answer type questions

Group - 'B'



OR/
Differentiate between. RNA and DNA

RNA -^cf DNA ^ 3fcR

Describe sex - linked inheritance with the help of an example.18.

ition.

OR/ 3T2fclT
What is menstrual cycle? Describe its various phases with hormonll regul

What is Spermatogenesis ? Explain with suitable diagrams,

t ?
17.

(Long answer type questions)

GROUP-D


